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CHALLENGE
What steps can landscaping services providers take to help address the regional variations that commonly affect 
large, multi-regional bids?

Regional variations are one of the most challenging issues to address when preparing a landscaping services request 
for proposal (RFP). Regional variations deal with the different length of landscape seasons for portfolios spread out 
across the county (i.e. a seven to eight month landscape season versus a 12-month landscape season).

Building out a scope of work that meets the regional variation demands of all of your properties is a challenge. 
This best practice recommends addressing these regional variations in your bid sheet, and not in your scope 
of work (SOW).

BEST PRACTICE
When building out your scope of work, focus on identifying your critical service items–those deliverables that need to 
be performed during a site’s landscape season. For example, mowing of all turf areas is the most basic of services. 
Traditional RFPs require weekly mowing as needed during the landscape season. That standard verbiage works 
within a SOW, whether your sites are in Maine or California. Keep it simple and direct.

The challenge is to identify and distinguish the actual number of mowings required in California from the number 
required in Maine. The best practice is to place the required frequencies directly on your bid sheet. For those cases 
where per-service billing is issued every time work is performed, frequency is very critical. While this is not an issue 
for those cases where a seasonal model is used, it is still extremely important to identify the required frequency of 
service in your bid.

Here is a basic example. You have one service requirement in your scope of work for turf mowing at a property 
in Orlando, Florida. This is your only property and two bidders (Bidder A and Bidder B) are submitting bids.  Your 
SOW calls for weekly mowing as needed during the year and Bidder A submits a price of $50 for mowing. Bidder 
B submits a price of $55 for mowing. However, Bidder A assumes 52 mowings a year based on the scope, so his 
annual price is $2,860 for the year. Since the bid sheet did not reflect a required frequency and you are asking for an 
annual price only, $2,860 is the price they will bid.

Bidder B, however, feels that the grass will not require weekly mowing from December through February so he 
estimates a reduced frequency of 44, resulting in a bid price of $2,420.  Again, with no set frequency in the bid sheet, 
they bid this price.

The result is that Bidder B is selected because their total bid price was $440 cheaper. How does that translate to you 
as the client? Well, for one, you are going to receive fewer services with this provider, whether you realize it or not 
at the time of award. Although their individual pricing was higher, their overall cost was lower due to their reduced 
service frequency. Was the decision to perform fewer services the right answer? By the bidder choosing his own 
frequency and making assumptions, you will not know the answer until you see the results of their work.

The other issue is your belief that you saved the company money by choosing the lower bid.  In reality, you did not 
save any money. Your decision actually cost the company money. If you had identified 44 mowings as the baseline, 
the first bidder would have had an annual price of $2,200. On a unit basis, you spent $220 more on this one property 
and did not actually save the $440 first deduced. More importantly, you do not realize your decision actually cost the 
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company money and may never know. Extrapolate that out over your entire portfolio, add in every service within your 
scope of work, and you begin to see the value of identifying specific frequencies.

What is the best way to implement this? Even for those of you who only want an annual price, the best practice 
recommends making the value of listing out frequencies transparent. The best thing to do is to list out every core 
service within your SOW (for example mowing, weeding, mulching, fertilizations, etc.) and set a service frequency 
baseline for every property.

The task is not as daunting as you may think. There are two shortcuts to make this process easy. The first is to group 
your locations by state, which will reduce the variances and help you shape your frequencies. This will make the 
process go much faster. However, there is a second, much simpler way to approach this.  Use your vendors!

A trend is starting to emerge in the industry to review your site list prior to issuing an RFP with a trusted partner or 
partners and have them set the frequencies for every property. They will likely have significantly more experience 
in these markets and can expeditiously assign frequencies for each location based on the scope requirements. In a 
perfect world, you take this information back to your stakeholders, whether they are regional facility managers or 
corporate staff, and have them review and provide feedback. If your vendor partner recommends five fertilizations in 
North Carolina and you feel you only need four in that market, make the change.

By reviewing this data prior to the issuing of an RFP, you will end up delivering a bid sheet and scope of work 
that is accurate, transparent, and best in class. Best of all, you will not make costly financial decisions simply by 
implementing a poorly designed bid sheet.

The bottom line is to ask your best in class service partners for help. Let them assist with shaping not only your 
scope of work, but more importantly the frequencies of those services within your scope of work.

One point to remember is that it is critical to ensure when you perform your due diligence on the bids that there is 
an apples to apples comparison. Otherwise, you may end up making vendor selections on what you believe is a cost 
savings that truly only ends up with you leaving money on the table; money which could have either been saved or 
spent on improvement of your assets in your landscaping.

RESULTS
•	 When building out a scope of work, keep it simple and direct by focusing on your critical service items.
•	 If your company does not use a seasonal pricing model, frequency is a critical component to include in 

your bid.
•	 When frequency is not identified, a bidder may choose their own and make assumptions that are incorrect, 

thus costing your company money.
•	 To eliminate confusion, list out every core service within your scope and set a baseline of frequency for 

every property.
•	 A growing trend is to use a third party partner to review your site list and have them set the frequencies for 

every property.
•	 Make sure to perform due diligence so an apples to apples comparison on your bids is guaranteed.

VERIFICATION
A multi-location retail bank with a national footprint was able to consolidate more than a dozen versions of 
their scope of work to a single one by utilizing their bid template to manage the frequencies in service across 
their portfolio.


